FSIS Cooling PPE

**Evaporative Cooling Hard Hat Pad**
The evaporative cooling hard hat pad attaches to the standard hard hat headband.
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**Cooling Hat Liner**
The cooling hat Liner attaches to standard hard hat headband – see below image. To make sure the hard hat liner conforms to the hard hat suspension, soak in water before adding to any equipment. Please remember not to freeze this product before wearing.
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**Evaporative Cooling Bandana**
The evaporative cooling bandana is made of a modacrylic cotton blend fabric. Soak this bandana in water and wear it as a headband using the fastening tape to tie it up around your head before putting it on your hard hat.
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All 3 of the above items are activated by simply soaking them in water 2-5 minutes. They remain hydrated for up to 4 hours. Re-soak to re-activate.